High resolution in vivo micro-CT with flat panel detector based on amorphous silicon.
A high-resolution in vivo micro-CT system for combining with fluorescence molecular tomography (FMT), was constructed and applied in small animal imaging. The fast scanning micro-CT system designed to provide high-resolution anatomic information and reconstruction priors, consisted of a flat panel detector (FPD) based on amorphous silicon (a-Si) and a micro-focus x-ray tube. The Feldkamp algorithm was adopted in image reconstruction with graphic processing unit (GPU). The system spatial resolution of 13 lp/mm was achieved when the diameter of image field was 6 cm with the system magnification factor of 4. No obvious beam hardening artifact was observed in transaxial image of a water phantom after correction. The contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) study of various tissue phantoms was also presented. The in-vivo imaging of an anesthetic mouse was performed to demonstrate the feasibility of our system.